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While containers, microservices, and distributed systems dominate discussions in the tech world, the majority of applications in use today still run monolithic architectures that follow traditional development processes. This practical book helps developers examine long-established Java-based
models and demonstrates how to bring these monolithic applications successfully into the future. Relying on their years of experience modernizing applications, authors Markus Eisele and Natale Vinto walk you through the steps necessary to update your organization's Java applications. You'll
discover how to dismantle your monolithic application and move to an up-to-date software stack that works across cloud and on-premises installations. Learn cloud native application basics to understand what parts of your organization's Java-based applications and platforms need to migrate
and modernize Understand how enterprise Java specifications can help you transition projects and teams Build a cloud native platform that supports effective development without falling into buzzword traps Find a starting point for your migration projects by identifying candidates and staging
them through modernization steps Discover how to complement a traditional enterprise Java application with components on top of containers and Kubernetes
This book presents a focused and accessible primer on the fundamentals of Java programming, with extensive use of examples and hands-on exercises. Topics and features: provides an introduction to variables, input/output and arithmetic operations; describes objects and contour diagrams,
explains selection structures, and demonstrates how iteration structures work; discusses object-oriented concepts such as overloading and classes methods, and introduces string variables and processing; illustrates arrays and array processing and examines recursion; explores inheritance and
polymorphism and investigates elementary files; presents a primer on graphical input/output, discusses elementary exception processing, and presents the basics of Javadoc; includes exercises at the end of each chapter, with selected answers in an appendix and a glossary of key terms; provides
additional supplementary information at an associated website.
Coding and testing are often considered separate areas of expertise. In this comprehensive guide, author and Java expert Scott Oaks takes the approach that anyone who works with Java should be equally adept at understanding how code behaves in the JVM, as well as the tunings likely to help its
performance. You’ll gain in-depth knowledge of Java application performance, using the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and the Java platform, including the language and API. Developers and performance engineers alike will learn a variety of features, tools, and processes for improving the way
Java 7 and 8 applications perform. Apply four principles for obtaining the best results from performance testing Use JDK tools to collect data on how a Java application is performing Understand the advantages and disadvantages of using a JIT compiler Tune JVM garbage collectors to affect
programs as little as possible Use techniques to manage heap memory and JVM native memory Maximize Java threading and synchronization performance features Tackle performance issues in Java EE and Java SE APIs Improve Java-driven database application performance
Best selling author Paul Sanghera offers cohesive, concise, yet comprehensive coverage of all the topics included in the Sun Certified Programmer for Java 5 exam (CX 310-055). With a laser sharp focus on the exam objectives, this study guide goes beyond just being an "exam cram." The material
is presented in a logical learning sequence: a section builds upon previous sections and a chapter on previous chapters. All concepts, simple and complex, are defined and explained when they appear the first time. There is no hopping from topic to topic and no technical jargon without
explanation. No prior knowledge of Java programming is assumed. The single most difficult aspect of this exam is to read and understand the code in the exam questions in a limited amount of time. To help you get fluent and comfortable with the code, the book offers complete runnable code
examples distributed over all the chapters and a codewalk quicklet feature at the end of each chapter. Although the primary purpose of the book is to help you pass the SCJP exam, it will also serve as a good reference after the exam. Special features include: Hundreds of questions modeled after the
real exam with fully explained answers. A complete practice exam with questions modeled after the real exam and fully explained answers. Hundreds of complete runnable code examples, explained in the book, that you can download and experiment with. This is a code-intensive exam. The
Codewalk Quicklet feature based on the process-based codewalk philosophy to prepare you for efficient response to the code-based questions in the exam. The Exam Quick Prep feature which recaps all the important points for the last hour of preparation before taking the exam. Useful
information and analysis for the programmers who are considering updating the J2SE 1.4 certification to J2SE 5.
A Concise Introduction to Data Structures using Java
A Programmer's Guide to Java Certification
Guide to Java
A Concise Introduction to Programming
Effective Java
Functional Programming in Java
This engaging textbook provides an accessible introduction to coding and the world of Object-Oriented (OO) programming, using Java as the illustrative programming language. Emphasis is placed on what is most helpful for the first-time coder, in order to develop and
understand their knowledge and skills in a way that is relevant and practical. The examples presented in the text demonstrate how skills in OO programming can be used to create applications and programs that have real-world value in daily life. Topics and features: presents
an overview of programming and coding, a brief history of programming languages, and a concise introduction to programming in Java using BlueJ; discusses classes and objects, reviews various Java library objects and packages, and introduces the idea of the Application
Programming Interface (API); highlights how OO design forms an essential role in producing a useful solution to a problem, and the importance of the concept of class polymorphism; examines what to do when code encounters an error condition, describing the exception
handling mechanism and practical measures in defensive coding; investigates the work of arrays and collections, with a particular focus on fixed length arrays, the ArrayList, HashMap and HashSet; describes the basics of building a Graphical User Interface (GUI) using Swing,
and the concept of a design pattern; outlines two complete applications, from conceptual design to implementation, illustrating the content covered by the rest of the book; provides code for all examples and projects at an associated website. This concise guide is ideal for the
novice approaching OO programming for the first time, whether they are a student of computer science embarking on a one-semester course in this area, or someone learning for the purpose of professional development or self-improvement. The text does not require any prior
knowledge of coding, software engineering, OO, or mathematics.
Covers basic terminology and concepts of object oriented programming. Contains programming exercises and illustrations.
A guide to the Java programming language provides concise information on such topics as naming conventions, lexical elements, reference types, exception handling, Java modifiers, the Java Plaform SE, and the Java Scripting API.
An updated, concise reference for the Java programming language, version 8.0, and essential parts of its class languages, offering more detail than a standard textbook. The third edition of Java Precisely provides a concise description of the Java programming language,
version 8.0. It offers a quick reference for the reader who has already learned (or is learning) Java from a standard textbook and who wants to know the language in more detail. The book presents the entire Java programming language and essential parts of the class libraries:
the collection classes, the input-output classes, the stream libraries and Java 8's facilities for parallel programming, and the functional interfaces used for that. Though written informally, the book describes the language in detail and offers many examples. For clarity, most of the
general rules appear on left-hand pages with the relevant examples directly opposite on the right-hand pages. All examples are fragments of legal Java programs. The complete ready-to-run example programs are available on the book's website. This third edition adds material
about functional parallel processing of arrays; default and static methods on interfaces; a brief description of the memory model and visibility across concurrent threads; lambda expressions, method reference expressions, and the related functional interfaces; and stream
processing, including parallel programming and collectors.
Java: A Beginner's Guide, Eighth Edition
Programming Language Guide
Practical Java
Guide to Assembly Language
A Concise Introduction
A guide for Java developers
This is the authoritative reference for understanding and using the NetBeans Integrated Development Environment for creating new software with Java. Contains a detailed tutorial.
This accessible and engaging textbook/guide provides a concise introduction to data structures and associated algorithms. Emphasis is placed on the fundamentals of data structures, enabling the reader to
quickly learn the key concepts, and providing a strong foundation for later studies of more complex topics. The coverage includes discussions on stacks, queues, lists, (using both arrays and links),
sorting, and elementary binary trees, heaps, and hashing. This content is also a natural continuation from the material provided in the separate Springer title Guide to Java by the same authors.Topics and
features: reviews the preliminary concepts, and introduces stacks and queues using arrays, along with a discussion of array-based lists; examines linked lists, the implementation of stacks and queues
using references, binary trees, a range of varied sorting techniques, heaps, and hashing; presents both primitive and generic data types in each chapter, and makes use of contour diagrams to illustrate
object-oriented concepts; includes chapter summaries, and asks the reader questions to help them interact with the material; contains numerous examples and illustrations, and one or more complete program
in every chapter; provides exercises at the end of each chapter, as well as solutions to selected exercises, and a glossary of important terms. This clearly-written work is an ideal classroom text for a
second semester course in programming using the Java programming language, in preparation for a subsequent advanced course in data structures and algorithms. The book is also eminently suitable as a selfstudy guide in either academe or industry.
Learning a complex new language is no easy task especially when it s an object-oriented computer programming language like Java. You might think the problem is your brain. It seems to have a mind of its
own, a mind that doesn't always want to take in the dry, technical stuff you're forced to study. The fact is your brain craves novelty. It's constantly searching, scanning, waiting for something unusual
to happen. After all, that's the way it was built to help you stay alive. It takes all the routine, ordinary, dull stuff and filters it to the background so it won't interfere with your brain's real
work--recording things that matter. How does your brain know what matters? It's like the creators of the Head First approach say, suppose you're out for a hike and a tiger jumps in front of you, what
happens in your brain? Neurons fire. Emotions crank up. Chemicals surge. That's how your brain knows. And that's how your brain will learn Java. Head First Java combines puzzles, strong visuals,
mysteries, and soul-searching interviews with famous Java objects to engage you in many different ways. It's fast, it's fun, and it's effective. And, despite its playful appearance, Head First Java is
serious stuff: a complete introduction to object-oriented programming and Java. You'll learn everything from the fundamentals to advanced topics, including threads, network sockets, and distributed
programming with RMI. And the new. second edition focuses on Java 5.0, the latest version of the Java language and development platform. Because Java 5.0 is a major update to the platform, with deep, codelevel changes, even more careful study and implementation is required. So learning the Head First way is more important than ever. If you've read a Head First book, you know what to expect--a visually
rich format designed for the way your brain works. If you haven't, you're in for a treat. You'll see why people say it's unlike any other Java book you've ever read. By exploiting how your brain works,
Head First Java compresses the time it takes to learn and retain--complex information. Its unique approach not only shows you what you need to know about Java syntax, it teaches you to think like a Java
programmer. If you want to be bored, buy some other book. But if you want to understand Java, this book's for you.
A comprehensive Java guide, with samples, exercises, casestudies, and step-by-step instruction Beginning Java Programming: The Object Oriented Approachis a straightforward resource for getting started
with one of theworld's most enduringly popular programming languages. Based onclasses taught by the authors, the book starts with the basics andgradually builds into more advanced concepts. The approach
utilizesan integrated development environment that allows readers toimmediately apply what they learn, and includes step-by-stepinstruction with plenty of sample programs. Each chapter containsexercises
based on real-world business and educational scenarios,and the final chapter uses case studies to combine several conceptsand put readers' new skills to the test. Beginning Java Programming: The Object
Oriented Approachprovides both the information and the tools beginners need todevelop Java skills, from the general concepts of object-orientedprogramming. Learn to: Understand the Java language and
object-oriented conceptimplementation Use Java to access and manipulate external data Make applications accessible to users with GUIs Streamline workflow with object-oriented patterns The book is geared
for those who want to use Java in an appliedenvironment while learning at the same time. Useful as either acourse text or a stand-alone self-study program, Beginning JavaProgramming is a thorough,
comprehensive guide.
An Accessible Approach Using Java
Java Pocket Guide
Getting the Most Out of Your Code
A Comprehensive Primer
Concise Guide to Object-Oriented Programming
Java Precisely
A student-friendly text, A Concise Introduction to Data Structures Using Java takes a developmental approach, starting with simpler concepts first and then building toward greater complexity. Important topics, such as linked lists, are introduced gradually and revisited with
increasing depth. More code and guidance are provided at the beginning, allowing students time to adapt to Java while also beginning to learn data structures. As students develop fluency in Java, less code is provided and more algorithms are outlined in pseudocode. The text is
designed to support a second course in computer science with an emphasis on elementary data structures. The clear, concise explanations encourage students to read and engage with the material, while partial implementations of most data structures give instructors the flexibility
to develop some methods as examples and assign others as exercises. The book also supplies an introductory chapter on Java basics that allows students who are unfamiliar with Java to quickly get up to speed. The book helps students become familiar with how to use, design,
implement, and analyze data structures, an important step on the path to becoming skilled software developers.
Take a step beyond syntax to discover the true art of software design, with Java as your paintbrush and objects on your palette. This in-depth discussion of how, when, and why to use objects enables you to create programs that not only work smoothly, but are easy to maintain
and upgrade using Java of any other object-oriented language! Companion CD software Pc.zip (8.4MB) Unix.zip (541K)
This concise guide is designed to enable the reader to learn how to program in assembly language as quickly as possible. Through a hands-on programming approach, readers will also learn about the architecture of the Intel processor, and the relationship between high-level and
low-level languages. This updated second edition has been expanded with additional exercises, and enhanced with new material on floating-point numbers and 64-bit processing. Topics and features: provides guidance on simplified register usage, simplified input/output using Clike statements, and the use of high-level control structures; describes the implementation of control structures, without the use of high-level structures, and often with related C program code; illustrates concepts with one or more complete program; presents review summaries in
each chapter, together with a variety of exercises, from short-answer questions to programming assignments; covers selection and iteration structures, logic, shift, arithmetic shift, rotate, and stack instructions, procedures and macros, arrays, and strings; includes an introduction to
floating-point instructions and 64-bit processing; examines machine language from a discovery perspective, introducing the principles of computer organization. A must-have resource for undergraduate students seeking to learn the fundamentals necessary to begin writing logically
correct programs in a minimal amount of time, this work will serve as an ideal textbook for an assembly language course, or as a supplementary text for courses on computer organization and architecture. The presentation assumes prior knowledge of the basics of programming in
a high-level language such as C, C++, or Java.
This step-by-step guide to explore database programming using Java is ideal for people with little or no programming experience. The goal of this concise book is not just to teach you Java, but to help you think like a programmer. Each brief chapter covers the material for one
week of a college course to help you practice what you've learned. As you would expect, this book shows how to build from scratch two different databases: PostgreSQL and SQLite using Java. In designing a GUI and as an IDE, you will make use of the NetBeans tool. In the first
chapter, you will learn: How to install NetBeans, JDK 11, and the PostgreSQL connector; How to integrate external libraries into projects; How the basic PostgreSQL commands are used; How to query statements to create databases, create tables, fill tables, and manipulate table
contents is done.In the first chapter, you will learn: How to install NetBeans, JDK 11, and the PostgreSQL connector; How to integrate external libraries into projects; How the basic PostgreSQL commands are used; How to query statements to create databases, create tables, fill
tables, and manipulate table contents is done. In the second chapter, you will learn querying data from the postgresql using jdbc including establishing a database connection, creating a statement object, executing the query, processing the resultset object, querying data using a
statement that returns multiple rows, querying data using a statement that has parameters, inserting data into a table using jdbc, updating data in postgresql database using jdbc, calling postgresql stored function using jdbc, deleting data from a postgresql table using jdbc, and
postgresql jdbc transaction. In chapter three, you will create a PostgreSQL database, named School, and its tables. In chapter four, you will study: Creating the initial three table projects in the school database: Teacher table, TClass table, and Subject table; Creating database
configuration files; Creating a Java GUI for viewing and navigating the contents of each table; Creating a Java GUI for inserting and editing tables; and Creating a Java GUI to join and query the three tables. In chapter five, you will learn: Creating the main form to connect all forms;
Creating a project will add three more tables to the school database: the Student table, the Parent table, and Tuition table; Creating a Java GUI to view and navigate the contents of each table; Creating a Java GUI for editing, inserting, and deleting records in each table; Creating a
Java GUI to join and query the three tables and all six. In chapter six, you will study how to query the six tables. In chapter seven, you will be shown how to create SQLite database and tables with Java. In chapter eight, you will be taught how to extract image features, utilizing
BufferedImage class, in Java GUI. Digital image techniques to extract image features used in this chapted are grascaling, sharpening, invertering, blurring, dilation, erosion, closing, opening, vertical prewitt, horizontal prewitt, Laplacian, horizontal sobel, and vertical sobel. For
readers, you can develop it to store other advanced image features based on descriptors such as SIFT and others for developing descriptor based matching. In chapter nine, you will be taught to create Java GUI to view, edit, insert, and delete Suspect table data. This table has
eleven columns: suspect_id (primary key), suspect_name, birth_date, case_date, report_date, suspect_ status, arrest_date, mother_name, address, telephone, and photo. In chapter ten, you will be taught to create Java GUI to view, edit, insert, and delete Feature_Extraction table
data. This table has eight columns: feature_id (primary key), suspect_id (foreign key), feature1, feature2, feature3, feature4, feature5, and feature6. All six fields (except keys) will have a BLOB data type, so that the image of the feature will be directly saved into this table. In
chapter eleven, you will add two tables: Police_Station and Investigator. These two tables will later be joined to Suspect table through another table, File_Case, which will be built in the seventh chapter. The Police_Station has six columns: police_station_id (primary key), location,
city, province, telephone, and photo. The Investigator has eight columns: investigator_id (primary key), investigator_name, rank, birth_date, gender, address, telephone, and photo. Here, you will design a Java GUI to display, edit, fill, and delete data in both tables. In chapter
twelve, you will add two tables: Victim and Case_File. The File_Case table will connect four other tables: Suspect, Police_Station, Investigator and Victim. The Victim table has nine columns: victim_id (primary key), victim_name, crime_type, birth_date, crime_date, gender,
address, telephone, and photo. The Case_File has seven columns: case_file_id (primary key), suspect_id (foreign key), police_station_id (foreign key), investigator_id (foreign key), victim_id (foreign key), status, and description. Here, you will also design a Java GUI to display,
edit, fill, and delete data in both tables. Finally, this book is hopefully useful and can improve database programming skills for every Java/PostgreSL/SQLite pogrammer.
A Brain-Friendly Guide
Modernizing Enterprise Java
Guide to Data Structures
Beginning Java Programming
Java EE 6 Pocket Guide
Concise Guide to Object-oriented Programming

Summary Effective Unit Testing is written to show how to write good tests—tests that are concise and to the point, expressive, useful, and maintainable. Inspired by Roy Osherove's bestselling The Art of Unit Testing, this book focuses on tools and practices specific to
the Java world. It introduces you to emerging techniques like behavior-driven development and specification by example, and shows you how to add robust practices into your toolkit. About Testing Test the components before you assemble them into a full
application, and you'll get better software. For Java developers, there's now a decade of experience with well-crafted tests that anticipate problems, identify known and unknown dependencies in the code, and allow you to test components both in isolation and in the
context of a full application. About this Book Effective Unit Testing teaches Java developers how to write unit tests that are concise, expressive, useful, and maintainable. Offering crisp explanations and easy-to-absorb examples, it introduces emerging techniques like
behavior-driven development and specification by example. Programmers who are already unit testing will learn the current state of the art. Those who are new to the game will learn practices that will serve them well for the rest of their career. Purchase of the print
book comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the book. About the Author Lasse Koskela is a coach, trainer, consultant, and programmer. He hacks on open source projects, helps companies improve
their productivity, and speaks frequently at conferences around the world. Lasse is the author of Test Driven, also published by Manning. What's Inside A thorough introduction to unit testing Choosing best-of-breed tools Writing tests using dynamic languages
Efficient test automation Table of Contents PART 1 FOUNDATIONS The promise of good tests In search of good Test doubles PART 2 CATALOG Readability Maintainability Trustworthiness PART 3 DIVERSIONS Testable design Writing tests in other JVM
languages Speeding up test execution
If you're an experienced programmer, you already have a rock-solid foundation for learning Java. All you need is a resource that takes your experience into account and explains Java's key principles and techniques in an intelligent, efficient way. Java: Practical
Guide for Programmers is precisely that resource. Here, you won't have to wade through hundreds of pages of overly simplistic material to learn the basics of Java programming. Instead, you get highly focused instruction in the core elements of Java 1.4,
accompanied by carefully chosen examples and line-by-line analyses that are right to the point. You'll be astonished at how soon you can begin productive coding in Java, and how quickly your skills will progress. Written expressly for people who already know a
procedural or object-oriented programming language. Takes a concise approach designed to make the most of the experience you already have. Covers the core elements of Java 1.4, including language syntax, OO features, collections, exception handling,
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input/output, threads, event handling, and Swing components. Filled with incisive coding examples and line-by-line analyses.
While containers, microservices, and distributed systems dominate discussions in the tech world, the majority of applications in use today still run monolithic architectures that follow traditional development processes. This practical book helps developers examine
these long established models and demonstrates how to bring monolithic applications successfully into the future. Relying on their years of modernization experience, authors Markus Eisele and Natale Vinto walk you through the steps necessary to update your
application. You'll discover how to dismantle your monolithic application and move to an up-to-date software stack that works across clouds and on-premises installations. Learn the basics of cloud native applications and assess what you need to migrate and
modernize Understand how enterprise Java specifications can help you transition projects and teams Build a cloud native development platform that supports effective development without falling into buzzword traps Find a starting point for your migration projects
by identifying and applying the correct steps for first module extractions Learn the necessary pieces to complement a traditional enterprise Java application with components on top of containers and Kubernetes
When you need quick answers for developing or debugging Java programs, this pocket guide provides a handy reference to standard features of the Java programming language and its platform. You’ll find helpful programming examples, tables, figures, and lists, as
well as Java 8 features such as Lambda Expressions and the Date and Time API. It’s an ideal companion, whether you’re in the office, in the lab, or on the road. This book also provides material to help you prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Java
Programmer exam. Quickly find Java language details, such as naming conventions, types, statements and blocks, and object-oriented programming Get details on the Java SE platform, including development basics, memory management, concurrency, and generics
Browse through information on basic input/output, NIO 2.0, the Java collections framework, and the Java Scripting API Get supplemental references to fluent APIs, third-party tools, and basics of the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
Practical Guide for Programmers
Java Performance: The Definitive Guide
The Practical Beginner's Guide to Learn Java Programming in One Day Step-by-Step (#2020 Updated Version Effective Computer Programming)
Head First Java
Teach Yourself Java for Macintosh in 21 Days
Learning Java
A tutorial introducing Java basics covers programming principles, integrating applets with Web applications, and using threads, arrays, and sockets.
Takes a tutorial approach towards developing and serving Java applets, offering step-by-step instruction on such areas as motion pictures, animation, applet interactivity, file transfers, sound, and type. Original. (Intermediate).
Get the steps you need to discover the world of Java 9 programming using real-world examples About This Book We bridge the gap between “learning” and “doing” by providing real-world examples that will improve your software development Our examplebased approach will get you started quickly with software programming, get you up-to-speed with Java 9, and improve your Java skills This book will show you the best practices of Java coding and improve your productivity Who This Book Is For This book is
for anyone who wants to learn the Java programming language. You are expected to have some prior programming experience with another language, such as JavaScript or Python, but no knowledge of earlier versions of Java is assumed. What You Will
Learn Compile, package and run a trivial program using a build management tool Get to know the principles of test-driven development and dependency management Separate the wiring of multiple modules from the application logic into an application using
dependency injection Benchmark Java execution using Java 9 microbenchmarking See the workings of the Spring framework and use Java annotations for the configuration Master the scripting API built into the Java language and use the built-in JavaScript
interpreter Understand static versus dynamic implementation of code and high-order reactive programming in Java In Detail This book gets you started with essential software development easily and quickly, guiding you through Java's different facets. By
adopting this approach, you can bridge the gap between learning and doing immediately. You will learn the new features of Java 9 quickly and experience a simple and powerful approach to software development. You will be able to use the Java runtime
tools, understand the Java environment, and create Java programs. We then cover more simple examples to build your foundation before diving to some complex data structure problems that will solidify your Java 9 skills. With a special focus on modularity
and HTTP 2.0, this book will guide you to get employed as a top notch Java developer. By the end of the book, you will have a firm foundation to continue your journey towards becoming a professional Java developer. Style and approach Throughout this
book, our aim is to build Java programs. We will be building multiple applications ranging from simpler ones to more complex ones. Learning by doing has its advantages as you will immediately see the concepts explained in action.
John Hunt's book guides you through the use of the UML and the Unified Process and their application to Java systems. Key topics focus explicitly on applying the notation and the method to Java. The book is clearly structured and written, making it ideal for
practitioners. This second edition is considerably revised and extended and includes examples taken from the latest version of Rational Rose and Together. Considers how Agile Modelling fits with the Unified Process, and presents Design Patterns Self
contained – covers both the Unified Process and UML in one book Includes real-world case studies Written by an experienced author and industry expert Ideal for students on Software Engineering courses
Java In Action: An Excellent Guide to Explore JDBC And Database Applications
Core Java for the Impatient
A Concise Cloud Native Guide for Developers
The Practical Guide to Effective, Efficient Program Design
Harnessing the Power Of Java 8 Lambda Expressions
Thinking in Java
Take the guesswork out of learning Java effectively, get ready for a lucrative career in enterprise software development and learn how to speak the Java language like a pro! Are you new to programming and have settled on Java as your language of choice, but don't know where to
start learning from? Are you struggling with mastering the foundational concepts of Java, but always seem to get stuck, making you tear out your hair in frustration? If you answered yes to any of these questions, then this concise guide to Java programming is the perfect book to get
started. This book skips the fluff and goes straight to the meat of learning how to program real-world applications and software using Java. It's packed with tons of step-by-step instructions to help you get up to speed with Java in as little time as possible. At the end of this guide, you're
going to put your programming skills to good use by creating a little game, help you reinforce all you've learned throughout the book. Here's what you're going to discover in this guide: Everything you need to get started with Java, as well as a swift introduction to JDK and NetBeans
Step-by-step instructions to set up and install Java on Linux, Windows, and Mac How to install the Java Development Kit (JDK) and NetBeans without headaches The essential basics of Java you absolutely need to know about, from tokens and keywords to operators and comments
How to control program flow with decision making control structures and control flow statements Using Java classes to help you write clean, understandable and maintainable code The ultimate guide to polymorphism in Java Surefire tips and tricks to help you shorten the Java
programming learning curve ...and lots more! Whether you're a student, software developer or a complete programming novice, this is the ideal resource for you to get started with one of the world's most popular, powerful and versatile languages. Scroll to the top of the page and click
the "Buy Now" button to get started today!
"A quick reference for simplified Enterprise Java development"--Cover.
An overview of the programming language's fundamentals covers syntax, initialization, implementation, classes, error handling, objects, applets, multiple threads, projects, and network programming.
The third edition of Java Precisely provides a concise description of the Java programming language, version 8.0. It offers a quick reference for the reader who has already learned (or is learning) Java from a standard textbook and who wants to know the language in more detail. The
book presents the entire Java programming language and essential parts of the class libraries: the collection classes, the input-output classes, the stream libraries and Java 8’s facilities for parallel programming, and the functional interfaces used for that. h written informally, the book
describes the language in detail and offers many examples. For clarity, most of the general rules appear on left-hand pages with the relevant examples directly opposite on the right-hand pages. All examples are fragments of legal Java programs. The complete ready-to-run example
programs are available on the book’s website. This third edition adds material about functional parallel processing of arrays; default and static methods on interfaces; a brief description of the memory model and visibility across concurrent threads; lambda expressions, method
reference expressions, and the related functional interfaces; and stream processing, including parallel programming and collectors. -- Provided by publisher.
Simple, Concise & Easy Guide to Java Programming Language
The Practical Beginner's Guide To Learn Java Programming In One Day Step By Step
SCJP Exam for J2SE 5
Java Precisely, third edition
Java for Beginners
Mastering Java

Become Adept At Java With This Concise Guide To The Most Versatile Programming Language On The Planet. With hundreds of programming languages available for new programmers to learn, it is
no wonder beginners become stymied when picking a language to adopt as their first. Most end up learning languages that are currently "hot" and are simpler to learn, but the problem is a
programming language that is hot today often become looked down on a few years down the road. It's almost like fashion trends, but this problem doesn't apply to the Java language. Invented
in 1995, Java is the only language that has stood the test of time and remained extremely relevant in the ever-changing landscape of software and app development. There is only one problem
though. Learning to code in any programming language is a challenging endeavor. With an object-oriented programming language like Java, it can become outright intimidating when you fully
grasp the sheer scope of the language often scares off a lot of people who are interested in programming pushing them to other "simpler" languages. This is the problem Nathan Metzler set
out to solve. Designed for absolute beginners, Java For Beginners is a powerful primer to the world's most adaptable language. It explains complex programming ideas in a simple and easy-tounderstand manner, allowing you to acquaint yourself with the program very quickly. Ready to begin your journey to become a Java pro? Click the button to buy now!
Intermediate level, for programmers fairly familiar with Java, but new to the functional style of programming and lambda expressions. Get ready to program in a whole new way. Functional
Programming in Java will help you quickly get on top of the new, essential Java 8 language features and the functional style that will change and improve your code. This short, targeted
book will help you make the paradigm shift from the old imperative way to a less error-prone, more elegant, and concise coding style that's also a breeze to parallelize. You'll explore the
syntax and semantics of lambda expressions, method and constructor references, and functional interfaces. You'll design and write applications better using the new standards in Java 8 and
the JDK. Lambda expressions are lightweight, highly concise anonymous methods backed by functional interfaces in Java 8. You can use them to leap forward into a whole new world of
programming in Java. With functional programming capabilities, which have been around for decades in other languages, you can now write elegant, concise, less error-prone code using
standard Java. This book will guide you though the paradigm change, offer the essential details about the new features, and show you how to transition from your old way of coding to an
improved style. In this book you'll see popular design patterns, such as decorator, builder, and strategy, come to life to solve common design problems, but with little ceremony and effort.
With these new capabilities in hand, Functional Programming in Java will help you pick up techniques to implement designs that were beyond easy reach in earlier versions of Java. You'll see
how you can reap the benefits of tail call optimization, memoization, and effortless parallelization techniques. Java 8 will change the way you write applications. If you're eager to take
advantage of the new features in the language, this is the book for you. What you need: Java 8 with support for lambda expressions and the JDK is required to make use of the concepts and
the examples in this book.
Create various design patterns to master the art of solving problems using Java Key Features This book demonstrates the shift from OOP to functional programming and covers reactive and
functional patterns in a clear and step-by-step manner All the design patterns come with a practical use case as part of the explanation, which will improve your productivity Tackle all
kinds of performance-related issues and streamline your development Book Description Having a knowledge of design patterns enables you, as a developer, to improve your code base, promote
code reuse, and make the architecture more robust. As languages evolve, new features take time to fully understand before they are adopted en masse. The mission of this book is to ease the
adoption of the latest trends and provide good practices for programmers. We focus on showing you the practical aspects of smarter coding in Java. We'll start off by going over objectoriented (OOP) and functional programming (FP) paradigms, moving on to describe the most frequently used design patterns in their classical format and explain how Java’s functional
programming features are changing them. You will learn to enhance implementations by mixing OOP and FP, and finally get to know about the reactive programming model, where FP and OOP are
used in conjunction with a view to writing better code. Gradually, the book will show you the latest trends in architecture, moving from MVC to microservices and serverless architecture. We
will finish off by highlighting the new Java features and best practices. By the end of the book, you will be able to efficiently address common problems faced while developing applications
and be comfortable working on scalable and maintainable projects of any size. What you will learn Understand the OOP and FP paradigms Explore the traditional Java design patterns Get to
know the new functional features of Java See how design patterns are changed and affected by the new features Discover what reactive programming is and why is it the natural augmentation of
FP Work with reactive design patterns and find the best ways to solve common problems using them See the latest trends in architecture and the shift from MVC to serverless applications Use
best practices when working with the new features Who this book is for This book is for those who are familiar with Java development and want to be in the driver’s seat when it comes to
modern development techniques. Basic OOP Java programming experience and elementary familiarity with Java is expected.
This engaging textbook provides an accessible introduction to coding and the world of Object-Oriented (OO) programming, using Java as the illustrative programming language. Emphasis is
placed on what is most helpful for the first-time coder, in order to develop and understand their knowledge and skills in a way that is relevant and practical. The examples presented in the
text demonstrate how skills in OO programming can be used to create applications and programs that have real-world value in daily life. Topics and features: Presents an overview of
programming and coding, a brief history of programming languages, and a concise introduction to programming in Java using BlueJ. Discusses classes and objects, reviews various Java library
objects and packages, and introduces the idea of the Application Programming Interface (API). Highlights how OO design forms an essential role in producing a useful solution to a problem,
and the importance of the concept of class polymorphism. Examines what to do when code encounters an error condition, describing the exception handling mechanism and practical measures in
defensive coding. Investigates the work of arrays and collections, with a particular focus on fixed length arrays, the ArrayList, HashMap and HashSet. Describes the basics of building a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) using Swing, and the concept of a design pattern. Outlines two complete applications, from conceptual design to implementation, illustrating the content
covered by the rest of the book. Provides code for all examples and projects at an associated website. This concise guide is ideal for the novice approaching OO programming for the first
time, whether they are a student of computer science embarking on a one-semester course in this area, or someone learning for the purpose of professional development or self-improvement. -Java 8 Pocket Guide
NetBeans: The Definitive Guide
Principles of Object-Oriented Programming in Java 1.1
Effective Unit Testing
The Object-Oriented Approach
Instant Help for Java Programmers
Índice abreviado: General techniques -- Objects and equality -- Exception handling -- Performance -- Multithreading -- Classes and interfaces -- Appendix: learning Java.
Are you looking for a deeper understanding of the Java™ programming language so that you can write code that is clearer, more correct, more robust, and more reusable? Look no further! Effective Java™, Second Edition, brings together seventy-eight
indispensable programmer’s rules of thumb: working, best-practice solutions for the programming challenges you encounter every day. This highly anticipated new edition of the classic, Jolt Award-winning work has been thoroughly updated to cover Java SE 5 and
Java SE 6 features introduced since the first edition. Bloch explores new design patterns and language idioms, showing you how to make the most of features ranging from generics to enums, annotations to autoboxing. Each chapter in the book consists of several
“items” presented in the form of a short, standalone essay that provides specific advice, insight into Java platform subtleties, and outstanding code examples. The comprehensive descriptions and explanations for each item illuminate what to do, what not to do,
and why. Highlights include: New coverage of generics, enums, annotations, autoboxing, the for-each loop, varargs, concurrency utilities, and much more Updated techniques and best practices on classic topics, including objects, classes, libraries, methods, and
serialization How to avoid the traps and pitfalls of commonly misunderstood subtleties of the language Focus on the language and its most fundamental libraries: java.lang, java.util, and, to a lesser extent, java.util.concurrent and java.io Simply put, Effective
Java™, Second Edition, presents the most practical, authoritative guidelines available for writing efficient, well-designed programs.
Mastering Java: A Beginner's Guide introduces developers of all ages to the beautiful and valuable world of Java. Java is frequently used as the default platform for scientific applications, including natural language processing. The primary reason for this is that it is
secure, portable, and extensible. It also has excellent high-level concurrency tools. In terms of software development, the introduction of Java undoubtedly was a watershed moment. You've surely heard of Java if you're a software developer. For a multitude of
reasons, its relevance and functionality in the world of coding deserve high acclaim. Computers have become highly adaptable devices that can handle multi-level undo and multi-threaded apps, mostly thanks to Java. As its syntax is comparable to English, Java is
relatively simple to learn and understand in a short period of time. Despite being a slightly older piece of technology, Java still performs well. It is regularly ranked among the most popular languages of programming. It is critical for enterprise-level web apps and
microservices, which are expected to grow in popularity over the coming year. Java will continue to dominate the banking industry and the Fintech business for years to come. Mastering Java addresses various aspects pertaining to Java development. Mastering
Java will prove to be of enormous assistance to Java developers of all levels. This book focuses on a variety of topics; it provides a concise explanation of Java's introduction, benefits, characteristics, and examines why Java is so essential. Mastering Java also
includes installation advice and information on the many components that make Java work, such as Object-Oriented Programming, Strings, Collections, Packages, and Databases. Mastering Java will always be a helpful resource for both intermediate learners and
skilled personnel. Learn more about our other Mastering titles at: https://www.routledge.com/Mastering-Computer-Science/book-series/MCS
A practical introduction to Java programming—fully revised for long-term support release Java SE 11 Thoroughly updated for Java Platform Standard Edition 11, this hands-on resource shows, step by step, how to get started programming in Java from the very first
chapter. Written by Java guru Herbert Schildt, the book starts with the basics, such as how to create, compile, and run a Java program. From there, you will learn essential Java keywords, syntax, and commands. Java: A Beginner's Guide, Eighth Edition covers the
basics and touches on advanced features, including multithreaded programming, generics, Lambda expressions, and Swing. Enumeration, modules, and interface methods are also clearly explained. This Oracle Press guide delivers the appropriate mix of theory
and practical coding necessary to get you up and running developing Java applications in no time. •Clearly explains all of the new Java SE 11 features•Features self-tests, exercises, and downloadable code samples•Written by bestselling author and leading Java
authority Herbert Schildt
Java
Java Programming For Kids Ages 12 - 18
A Beginner's Guide
Guide to the Unified Process featuring UML, Java and Design Patterns
Java 9 Programming By Example
Design Patterns and Best Practices in Java

"Java 8 in Action is a clearly written guide to the new features of Java 8. It begins with a practical introduction to lambdas, using real-world Java code. Next, it covers the new Streams API and shows how you can use it to make collection-based code radically easier to
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Download Free Guide To Java A Concise Introduction To Programming Undergraduate Topics In Computer Science
understand and maintain. It also explains other major Java 8 features including default methods, Optional, CompletableFuture, and the new Date and Time API ... This book/course is written for programmers familiar with Java and basic OO programming."-- Resource
description page.
The release of Java SE 8 introduced significant enhancements that impact the Core Java technologies and APIs at the heart of the Java platform. Many old Java idioms are no longer required and new features like lambda expressions will increase programmer productivity, but
navigating these changes can be challenging. Core Java® for the Impatient is a complete but concise guide to Java SE 8. Written by Cay Horstmann--the author of Java SE 8 for the Really Impatient and Core Java(tm), the classic, two-volume introduction to the Java
language--this indispensable new tutorial offers a faster, easier pathway for learning the language and libraries. Given the size of the language and the scope of the new features introduced in Java SE 8, there's plenty of material to cover, but it's presented in small chunks
organized for quick access and easy understanding. If you're an experienced programmer, Horstmann's practical insights and sample code will help you quickly take advantage of lambda expressions (closures), streams, and other Java language and platform improvements.
Horstmann covers everything developers need to know about modern Java, including Crisp and effective coverage of lambda expressions, enabling you to express actions with a concise syntax A thorough introduction to the new streams API, which makes working with data far
more flexible and efficient A treatment of concurrent programming that encourages you to design your programs in terms of cooperating tasks instead of low-level threads and locks Up-to-date coverage of new libraries like Date and Time Other new features that will be
especially valuable for server-side or mobile programmers Whether you are just getting started with modern Java or are an experienced developer, this guide will be invaluable for anyone who wants to write tomorrow's most robust, efficient, and secure Java code.
This book is a beginner's guide to Java Programming Language for Kids ages 12 - 18. I have explained all the topics in a simple, concise and easy language with thorough examples, codes and have tried my best to make the learning process fun, informative and interesting at
the same time. If you want to gain an in-depth understanding, it is quite a simple book for the job. In addition, it is a good way to get started with learning Java Programming Language.
Java 8 in Action
A Concise and Comprehensive Study Guide for The Sun Certified Java Programmer Exam
A Concise Introduction Using Java
An Introduction to Learn Java Programming with Tutorials and Hands-On Examples
A comprehensive guide to building smart and reusable code in Java
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